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'-Ca m pus Looks For Piece Of State Funding Pie
'~Partners hip

,'" Program Is
Pushed For
,

~by

Steven L. Brawley

editor

I

JEFFERSON CITY - The bilttle
I\',~ver
the University's 1987-88
I budget request is on, and an intense
I lobbying effort for Chancellor Barnett's " Partnerships for Progress"
~ .;rogram is being waged,
The program, developed by Barnett, is the centerpiece of UMSL's
budget request package.
However, despite the fact the pro" ~ram has the backing of the Coordinating Board of Higher Education
and many state legislators, the
Governor has recommended the
, .",,program receive no state funds,
Budget hearings were held in the
state capital last week; UM President C. Peter Magrath and the four
~ campus
chancellors
answered
~egislators questions concerning
the University's overall request for
a 13 percent increase in funding.
The Coordinating Board of Higher
" rJEducation is recommending a 12
percent increase for the 1987 -88 UM
budget, while the Governor' s
recommendation stands at nearly a
, : ~ percent increase.
During a hearing before the
House Education and Transporta- ,
Hon Appropriation Committee on
Jan. 28, Magrath said the University
r -~ully
supports
the
CBHE's
recommendations.
"Our success as a state is directly
related to the success of our
, tc0lleges and universities, and success at the University of Missouri
depends directly on the state' s
investment. " Magrath said,
He said the request should not be
, ~ooked upon as an expenditure, but
as an investment.
Legislators on the panel suggested he should carry that message to
'both the Governor and tli e General
Assembly as a wh01e.
The overall UM budget includes
several targeted programs for the
.,,~t. Louis campus.
Partnerships for Progress is a
three facet program that looks at
ways to prepare high school
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B udget Requests
The
1987-88
campus
budget request Includes funds
for Partnerships for Progress
and three targeted programs. In
all, $2.75 million Is being sought
for these programs. A descrlJ>'
tlon of each program and fundIng requests are as follows. The
only program approved for fundIng by the Governor, thus far, Is
the "value added assessment
mode!."

Partnerships for Progress
PROjllCT COMPUTE

T

his four·pan program Ilill heneot
St. LOllb area high schonl students
(l'specially gifted swdrnb from
econf)micalh disadl'ant:lged hack·
grounds ), ciL'nwntar"l' and secondary
school tearher:; and aumilllstrawrs,
and strl'llgthcn joint dforb inl'(lll'ing
Harris,SloWl' State College and till'
Inil er.; i[1 of .\\issouri·St. Louis,
Proiect Competl' incluc\rs:

The UM Board of Curators
approved two new degrees for the
St. Louis campus last week, one in
biology and one in administration
of justice.
The new biology degree is a Doctor of Philosophy Program in Biology, and will be accomplished in
cooperation with the Missouri
Botanical Garden,
" We have been working to get
this particular degree for about
three years, but the cooperation
between the university and the
Garden has been going on for about
17 years," said Charles Granger,
biology department chair.
" This degree is sort of the
CUlmination of several years of
cooperation and work between the
university and the Garden, In fact,
several staff members here also
1;,1 hold joint , appointments at the
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Garden.
Granger said that although the
degree is a cooperative effort,
\most of the actual classes will be
held here,
" The Garden will be used mainly
as a research facility, with most
classes being taught here, There
are, however, occasional seminars
there, and some students will
travel on the Garden's field excursions which go all over the world, "
he said.
The Missouri Botanical Garden
maintains facilities in several
. ' countries around the world includColombia,
Costa
Rica,
ing
Cameroon, Peru, Nicaragua, Panama, E cuador, Bolivia, and
Madagascar.

"i

hispro~ram address('s the goal

of the lillIl'l'r.;lty of ,1\lssouri·St.
Louis to enhancl' science, technolo).,'y
and management programs Ill':

• conducting a pl:lIliling anLi needs
assessnH'nt program to gauge the
are:!'s ner d for l1el\' academic
pmgraOls
• ('nhancing existing scientific alld
technologic:d rrogr:mls in chemistry,
computl'r science , inform3tilHl/ .
communication s(' rl'icl', optics
:Llld rhysics,
• developing nell programs and
curricu la, especially in lhl' field s
of hio!tchnoltlgy, ll'il'c, )mmUllicuillils.
and roi1otics,
• instituting applied rl'se:lrch
proil'cLS IW(\\'l'l'n local unil'l'r.;ilil'S
:Intl area hUsinl'ss and indll,\\lY

$741,092
PROJECT SllCCEED

• a hridgc pmgr:ulI that Ilill :L\si, t
11Uhlic allil paf()(hial sl'wmlall
scho ilis that lack thl' facilities lIl'l'dl'd
10 offer gifted tl igh schtx)1 illnior:;
and seni D" ilHt'nsin ' and (h all('n ~ in~
instrun ioll

T

• in·smice trai ning for hi~h schllol
tr ach l'r.;

• lhl' fl'·tra iu ing of l' mployel's to
hel p local fi rm s maintain lhdr
compl'l itil'l' l'llgl'

• t' nh anl'l'flil' lit Ilf l'l'rtainlnil'c'"i ll'
of .I!is\our i·Sl. Louis :Iclcil'mic
prllgrlnl S ti )r hllllrt' leacher.; and
,urfl ll rt for thl' " Part· nLs a,\ hr:;1
Teach(' r.;" prllgr:lm

hl' third e1l'lill'nt Dr
'· Parllll'r:;hips for Progrl'ss" Ilill
help Illel't till' ('conomic dl'Il'lllpmellt rei:i!ed workforlt, and res(,arch l1('n ls
of S!. Louis and l\issDuri, Program
lhnlsLs include:

• l' l pal l,sion of the l'nil l'fsill 01
'\iissouri·S!. Louis" Cellier for
.\ltlroPlllil:Ul Studies

Thl' l' nil l' r~ lt l of '\\i " lJuri ·St. Ll)ui s
Ilill ul'l'l' lop a "I aILl I' audl'd' ;tw 'ss·
lIll'nt Illechan ism to lll e:CSlI l'(' acq uired
knf)wledge, crilical thinking skills
anu tlw rl'i:lti f) n~hi p of acadl' mic
swtii(' s to wf)rk, CO llllllllllitl acti l' ili e ~
alld P l' I'SOIl:ti ;1Il" Eilil iii Itk

$129,634
Improving Writing SkilL~
Thl' lnin'l'sill of l \issllllrl·St. LOllis
plans lDimprol l' I\\'() ('sisting IIrili ng
progr:lllls - lhl'.luni llr Lt'11'1 Com lllu '
llicatiollS Skills program :U)(ll hl'
Indl'rgraciu,l!t, Cl'rt ifical l' in \Iril i n~
prograll i. TIl(' .Il1nl< )r pro~rtl ill CO il ·
('('Ill raIl'S (III ll'ch'licaL husin ess allt!
l');posito l\ IITiling, Ihl' Cenira l<' in
I\'rilillg Progr:lnl incl ude,s an in lern·
ship :LS11l'1I :\.\ a S('lIIH'Il\'(' of ,si\
COli N'S Ikll1 :1lld fllr hOlh program s
(o nSi,\ll'lll h l ' ICl'I'ti \ ' pJl\' :11:lilahlt' ,
:Ultlltilltl i ll~ I\ill alloll addi ng I:ICII !t1
III nll'('t 1\1\' dl'lIl:uld

$1':;0,000
Sluden t()nelnpmC'nl

$864,684

\ l'll ,rll' '[',lr, il ip; ;t Ilt! il'11 1I1\,IIIP', :IS
impIII \'['ti StUtl l'lli "'!yilt",,
in c l tlti i ll ~ .'Irt'uglil('Ill'tI (;Irl'('r
CIluII Sl'ill lg pfIlgr:JIlI S, st uilt 'lll r(,lTlIi l·
Illt'lll. :l lld 1:1 1' 11 1I ;lrtl Ulg :l til i' l'rli t'llt
SI,II'IlI' Il il l hI' ilh llllll t'tI

$561,895

$268,633

students for college, enhancement
of science and technology programs
available to area citizens, and
collaborative efforts with area business and industry.
In January, Monsanto became the
first corporate s ponsor of the initiative, with a $500 ,000 donation,
The Chancellor' s Office has
designed a brochure that outlines
the program and four other budget
items, to help sell the program to
the state capital.

:I

In the brochure, Barnett outlined
her initiative.
"The University of Miss ouri-St.
Louis, through Partnerships for
Progress, has drawn the blueprint of
the future, Your support can make it
a reality."
Besides the Partnership plan, the
bro chure outlines three targeted
programs included in th e overall
UM budget request.
A value added assessment program, a plan to improve writing

by Steve n L. Braw ley
editor

Valuc Added Assessment Model

program III iell'litirl' rl'sl'arch
illi tial ill's, art'as O(wllpt' r:lti llll ;tlld
;t1l'1ll11'> or w llalmr:lliOII ht'tll't'I'1I lill'
l'lIi\'(' r:;itl' of \ \i >Sllllri ·S I 1.1I11L\ :Ult!
lllLt! illti llStrl

•

o.r

OHlER lARGETED PROGR,\,\IS

• educat ional cnllahoral io n Ililh
Ibrris ·Stoll(' St:l!l' Co llc'gl' , a'
aUlhori leci hI Ihl' .\Iissou ri Ll'gisLt tllre
in I<):o;b

11'1' 11 ;1\

skills, and a student development
initiative are all proposed for the
UMSL campus.
Out of the three, the Governor is
r ecommending only the value added
assessment program be funded,
Also included in the UM request is
a capital request to complete funding for an addition to th e Thomas
Jeffers on Library.
Last year, the Legislature
appro ved $6 million in funds for the
a ddition, The Governor vetoed $4

milli on, whi ch requir ed the campus
to rai se private funds to su pp ort
th e proj ect.
La st fall, t he McDonnell Dou glas
Foundati on don at ed a $500.000
chall eng e gran t to the cam pus for
th e library expa ns ion. Cu rrentl y,
campus offiCi a ls are busy tr ying to
r aise additi onal priv ate libr ary
funds,
Th e University is requesting $4
million in capital funds for 1987-88
to complete the addition ,

JEFFERSON
CITY
The
legislators in the state capital
jokingly referred to last week' s
hearings on the University of Missouri budget requests as " nitpicking
se ssions."
However, this turns out to be an
accurate appraisal of the slow and
tedious process of requesting
money to provide higher education
to the state.
UM President C, Peter Magrath
and the four campus chancellors
were all in attendance for the budget
analysis before the House Education and Transportation Appropriation Committee,
Magrath answered questions
regarding the UM's Hospitals and
Clinics and the standing of th e Journalism program at UM-Columbia.
The University Research Park at
Weldon Springs was also discussed,
State Representative Chris Kelly
questioned the cohesiveness of the
park and said it could lead to scatter ed resources and duplicate
programs.
Other legislators, such as Neil
Malloey, advocated the progran:
and s aid it would premptive to think
it would take away jobs fr om the
UM- Colum bia campus.
Though the budget hearings ap ply
to t he UM' s Bu dget at large, innercampus rivalry was evident.
Th e iss ue of dormitories for the
st. Louis campus was brought up
during the he ar ing.
A legisl ato r asked Magrath if he
had a cho ice of a foreign spo rt s car,
a tr ip, or d orms for UMSL, whi ch he
wo uld prefer.
Jok ingly he s aid he would like an
Amer ican ma de car, but s aid that
th is is not a new subject for UMSL.
Magr ath sai d at this tim e he
thought the libr ary expans ion project a nd th e cont inuing education
See PACK, Page 4

Overlooked

UM Board Of Curators
Approve T wo New D egrees
by Craig A. Martin
managing editor

rl1

Nitpicking Is
Part
The
Budget Battle

University'
ufMissouri
St.Louis

PROJECT ADVA."lCE

Sta.ff Wants To Express Views

Granger pointed out that one of
the more pressing topics for
research is the rapid rate of destruction of the world's forest
land,
" The rate at which this is happening is very alarming to myself
and
other
environmentallyoriented people in the department.
There are many species of plants
and animals rapidly becoming
extinct," Granger said,
" What we are doing is studying
the various sp ecies for their
medicinal or food purposes, We
are also studying the interactions
between the organisms to find any
links between plants and animals,
animals and animals, and plants
and plants," he said,
The other new degree program
is an M,A in Administration of
Justice,
"We have been trying to get this
degree since 1973, That's a long
time, " said Scott H. Decker, AOJ
chair,
' Decker remembers 1980 very
well.
"We were real close to getting
this going in 1980, but there was
the budget crisis and it was
decided that we should not begin
any new programs with those kind
of budget constraints." he said.
" Anyway, what' s important is
that it's here now, thanks in great
deal to the efforts of Terry Jones
and Donald Phares, as deans of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
Blanche Touhill as vice chancellor
for academic affairs, and of course
Marguerite Ross Barnett, as chancellor," Decker said,

See CURATORS, Page"

--------------------------------~

by Patricia M. Carr
news editor

ability benefits, He added that the
proposal would have to be governed
by the Internal Revenue Service,

The Sta ff Association has submitted a recommendation to Chancellor Barnett in response to the
Senate approved 66 percent parking
fee increase.
The recommendation carne out of
an ad hoc committee on parking,
According to Larry Westermeyer,
chairman of the committee, staff
association members were" a little
hostile" because they were not
allowed to voice their opinions on
the Senate proposal.
Westermey er said association
members are bothered by the fact
that they have no representation on
the Senate,
'
" John Perry was there, but not for
staff interests, he had his own."
Westermeyer said.
According to the committee
recommendation, rather than paying by the month for parking as they
currently do, faculty and staff members would forgo part of a wage
increase.
"We propose that the campus
reallocate, from the 1987-88 salary
and wage raise pool, an amount
equal to faculty/staff parking fees
collected in 1987-87 plus an
additional 66 .6 percent to a new
general operating account. These
funds would be used to support parking lot operations in lieu of the current payroll deduction for faculty
and staff parking."
If the plan is adopted, faculty and
staff members would no longer pay
taxes on the money they spend for
parking. Westermeyer said it would
be similar to the arrangement for
medical, dental, and long term dis-

The association believes the
university as well as the employees
would benefit by the adoption of
the proposal.
" The University would receive
S&E (salary and wage) or E&E
(equipment and expense) increases
for this account since these would
be state funds and avoid the
employer FICA contribution for
these monies, "
Barb Couture, pre sident of the
association said, " We're not fighting
the increase, all we' re asking is for a
different method by which it is
funded,"

DUCKS ON T H E PO ND: These ducks are former residents of Bugg
Lake, which has been drained to make way for construction of the new
science complex Bugg Lake is the subject of this month's poll.

In response to questions about
those fa culty and staff memb e rs
who do not drive to campus, Couture
said there were spots available for
their use. " It is like the health
benefits; they are available to all
staff, some people cboose not to
use them."
Couture said the faculty council
would be joining the association in
support
of
the
committee
recommendation,
David Garin, president of the
faculty council said the recommendation would be presented to the
council's steering committee today,
He added that he had some reservations about the recommendation
and was not sure the committee
would deem it necessary to present
it to the whole council.
Chancellor Barnett said she had
on comment about the staff
association's recommendation.

CAMPUS POLL
S hould Bu g g Lake b e saved?
Yes
or
No

0

0

If it is saved, sho u ld it b e retu rne d t o it s p re sent location or move d?
Yes, move it.
or
No, leave it alone.

0
0

Please tear off this portion of the news paper a nd
place your answers in the C urre nt's cl assified
mailbox in the Un iversity Center Lobby next to the
candy store_
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POLITICS
UMSL's John Walsh is the
Republican candidate for alderman in St. Louis's 16th ward.
Walsh, a music theory instructor, graduated from UMSL in'73.

Page6

VICTORIES
The Rivermen extended
their winning streak to four
games with victories over
Southwest Baptist, Northeast
Missouri and Quincy College.

PageS
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EDITORIALS
Partnership Push
The 'Governor of this state came into office with the campaign
pledge to support education.
In 1985, the Governor signed the Excellence in Education Act to
. demonstrate this commitment.
If his belief that education produces citizens eager and capable
of meeting the challenges of the future, then he should make our
system of public education second to none.
This state's record of supporting higher education is not one to
brag about.
Although the political reality is that everyone who wants funding must play the give and take game, it is unfortunate that many
students' futures are in jeopardy.
There can be no doubt that the University of Missouri makes
the largest contribution to the higher education system in this
state.
With four individual campuses-four unique missions and
constituencies-the UM system directly contributes to the state' s
economic revitalization.
This year, the UM system is requesting an 13 percent increase
in funding from the state. The Coordinating Board of Higher
Education is recommending a 12 percent increase for UM.
However, the Governor, the alleged advocate of education himself, is advocating only a six percent increase.
Now, it can be argued that throwing money at UM won't make it
a better institution. However, this is not the case.
Higher education costs big bucks, Missouri. If you want a good
education, either get the legislature to fund it or be prepared to
pay higher tuition.
The St. Louis campus has a number of budget items up for
review in Jefferson City.
However, the only one the governor-the education advocateis recommending is the value added assessment model.
He is not thought to be as excited about the Chancellor's
"Partnerships for Progress" program as"the legislature is.
Campus officials are pushing the program and their strategy is
that if they can sell it to the legislature at large, the governor will
come around.
Hopefully, there will not be a repeat of last years tug of war . .
The legislature approved a $6 million capital request for an addition to the Thomas Jefferson Library. However, the governorthe advocate of higher education- used his line item veto
(wouldn' t Reaganjust die?) and only allocated $2 million and said
the campus should try to raise private funds for the rest.
The campus has raised over $500,000 on its own for the
project-not bad for a public institution-and is still seeking more
private funds.
Let's hope this campus and its good faith effort will get the
other $4 million needed this year to complete funding for the library expansion.
In addition to the Partnership Program, the campus is requesting funds for programs in student development and improving
writing skills, neither of which the governor- the higher education advocate-favors. It is heard that he believes these projects
can be done by utilizing existing resources on this campus.
The only problem is that the existing resources on this campus
are usually watered down by the time they leave the UMColumbia stronghold.
A two part analysis of this campus' budget dilemma shows that
the state should support the University of Missouri and the UM
should support its St. Louis campus.
And, by the way Governor Ashcroft, try Partnerships for Progress; you and the state might like it.

LElTERS POLICY
The Current welcomes all letters to the editor. The writer's student number and phone number must be included. Non-students
also must sign their letters, but only need to add their phone number. Letters should be not more than two typed pages in
length.
No unsigned letters will be published. Names for
published letters will be withheld upon request, but letters with
which the writer's name is published will recieve first
preference.
Responsiblity for letters to the editor belongs to the individual
writer. The Current is not responsile for controversial material
in the letters, but maintains the right to refuse pu blication of letters judged by the editorial staff to be in poor taste. Letters may
be edited for space limitations.
Letters may be dropped off at the Current offices, One Blue
Metal Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis,
MO 63121.

llcuRRENT
Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Mo. 63121
Phone: (314) 553-5174

Copyright by the Current, 1987
All materials contained within this issue
are the property of the Current and can
not be reproduced or reprinted without
the expressed written consent of the
Current and its staff.

The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertising rates are avail·
able upon request by contacting the Current Business Office at (314) 5535175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon
Monday prior to the date of publication.
The Current financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official
publication of the University of Missouri. The university is not responsible for
the Currenfs contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the editorial staff. Articles
labeled "commentary" or "column" are the opinion of the individual writer.
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LE'tCt'ERS TO THE EDITOR
What's In
A Name?
Dear Editor:
A memo issued in recent months
from the office of U.M. President C.
Peter Magrath has resulted in
statewide confusion and cumbersome, costly cbange over what has
been in the past never a problem,
the name of the U.M. campus at St.
Louis.
The decision to eliminate the
acronym UMSL from the public
vocabulary and rechristen the campus UM-St. Louis in print and word
had
been
an
utJimately
unnecessary, ineffectual and expensive one, typically directing University energy and time on something
beyond real student needs.
In the first place, tbe shortened
versions of unwieldy U.M. campus
names have successfully worked for
years. They have become familiar,
commonly used, and commonly
recognized references for all four
campuses.
They have saved time in speech,
space in print and in writing. They
have clearly conveyed their meaning to anyone concerned with the
U. M. system, proven means of communication without confUSing, complication or waste of time (a rarity in
every bureaucracy).
In the time it takes to say UM-St.
Louis, I or any department secretary can be well on the way to
hearing someone's question, providing an answer, or directing a student elsewhere from help.
The metropolitan area already
knows exactly what UMSL is, where
it is located and to whom it belongs.
In attemping to realign our point of
reference to the UM system (of
which this campus has in many ways
felt like a foster child since its

reporters

Steve Cassell
Sue Fenster
Jim Hartnett
Laura Hopper
Todd Johnson
loren Richard Klahs
Ann Richardson
graphic artists
Harry Heitmeir
Tim Levene

are
in
fact
inception)
we
unnecessarily sacrifiCing our local
recognition.
"u.M." is a phrase known to
insiders and used exclusively by the
people who work here, the pet
phrase of intercampus memos and
ir house organs. When we use it to
describe ourselves to the people we
serve it brings only silence or blank
looks of non-recognition, and in
trying to fix what already works, we
are turning ourselves into an
unrecognized and unfamiliar element that could be the local branch
United
of
anything
from
Metallurgists
to
Universal
Matchbox.
Secondly and closely tied with the '
St. Louis area's longstanding
recognition of this campus as UMSL
is the fact that this name change
makes no difference to anyone
except ourselves.
The entire St. Louis community
sends children and employees to
"umsull" to go to college, advertisers in the Current declare themselves convenient to the umsull
campus and students still and
always will begin their phone calls
by saying, "I attend classes there at
umsull at night."
We can spend our time correcting
and de-or re-educating every member of the population about what we
in our institutional insecurity have
now decided to call ourselves and
still have everyone call us what we
used to be, or we can spend that time
seriously addreSSing their needs,
answering their questions, and giving them education. It ultimately
matters not what we are called but
'
what kind of job we do.
Finally and perhaps most objectionably is the undeniable expense
of redeSigning every publication,
reprinting every form and letterhead, and replacing every
emblem from the entrance signs to
the uniform logos and bookstore
curios that now read UMSL.
I seriously contend that if this

school had the funds to spend loudly
and radically repackaging an item
that will in content be absolutely
unchanged, then those funds can be
effectively
. spent
funding
scholarships, improving academic
programs, upgrading facilities , controlling tuition, and realigning
salary scales to attract yet more
qualified faculty and staff instead.
The goal as stated is to improve
the campuss image, strengthen its
ties with st. Louis by better fulfilling the city's ne eds, and above all
legitimatized
ourselves
academically and traditionally
within the UM system. Practically
speaking, that takes more than
changing a name.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Sims

66 Percent
Is Too Much
Dear E ditor:
I am addressing the issue of the
proposed 66% increase of parking
fees.
The purpose of this increase is to
repair student and faculty parking
facilities.
The parking lots have potholes.
The ceilings in some of the garages
leak, which has caused damage to
the parked cars. Repairs are also
scheduled to be done to the lighting
in the garages.
I think that repairing the parking
faciities is a good reason to increase
fees, but a 66% increase is just too
much.
Approximately $30,000 was spent
on consultant services.
The parking areas look no better
than when the consultants started
from what I see.
If there were any repairs, I would
be highly interested in knowing

8!J
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what they were. It seems as if all " ,
that money were going to waste.
A large percentage of that money.
would have been used for repairs
rather thanjust estimates of what it., ,
would cost.
.
As I said before, I agree with an
increase in parking fees to pay for
repairs on parking facilities.
Does it have to be so much? If so, I "l ~
think students and faculty should be
I
posted on the progression of therepairs.

.-

Sincerely,

Jerry W.

William~

NEWS
TOME

Recent surveys and arti-cles seem
to agree that the number of
marriages is on the rise. Marriage is
once again the most popular means
of co-habitation for most people.
However, never have I taken so
much abuse from the people I know
and from complete strangers on any
particular subject.
They'll say:
"You' re getting married? What
are you, stupid?"

And I'll say:
to meet some nice girls and settle '
No, dammit, I'm not stupid, and
into some long-lasting, meaningful
yes I know what I'm getting myself ! five-day relationships. Several of
into. So just get the hell off my
the guys were from the band I was in
case, okay?
at the time.
"Jeez, don't he so touchy, I was
The band was called Pegasus, and
just kidding."
we played mostly old stuff, like your
Well I'm tired of all the damn kidfolks listen to. We had trumpets,
ding and I'm tired of you and I'm
saxaphones, trombones-the whole
tired of your mother, so there l
nine yards. We also had a pretty
I don't know, maybe the whole
good name in St. Louis as a wedding
thing has gotten out of proportion.
and dance band. Aside from playing
Maybe this whole marriage thing
theV.P. Faironeyearwewereprethas me on the defensive.
ty much small potatoes.
The fact is, I was just tired of playBut not in Daytona
ing the game. I've been to the bars,
The more my friend Paul and I
I've dated my share, and frankly I'm
talked to these girls, the better the
tired of it alL
band got:
I guess the worst part about playPaul said, "Yeah, we're in a band
ing the game is the lies. You tell
in St. Louis. It's called Pegasus,
them, she tells them, and pretty
that's the winged horse from Greek
soon you are believing your own lies
Mythology". (Greek Mythology
and everything is all messed up.
never failed to impress chicks in
I've done it too. A while ago some
Daytona Beach.)
friends and I went to Daytona Beach
Then the girls said, "000, you're

.rr.-

Should ProvidJ'+
Cheap Daycare ~
. ~ }

Dear Editor:
Most people realize how expen, ~
sive it is to get an education. To " \
those stUdents who are trying; to -:
work, raise a family and go to schoo:! :
full time; The cost of a good educ'a- :: I
tion is almost impOSSible.
. j \
What makes it tough is finding ~
good, affordable, daycare for their ;
children while attending classes. : :
The daycare program that exists ;
at UMSL right now is expensiv.e;
especially for those of us with mo·r e :
than one child.
:
Even though this program ~
guarantees excellent and reliable . i
care for our children, the cost is out ;
of reach for most students who rely ~
on loans just to pay their tuition. '. :
. I recommend establishing a seT:: ~ ;
vIce that would work in accordance· .
to that person's salary and their: ~
ability to pay.
.:
This could be set up as a co-op: :
program where participants who: ~'
are unable to pay, take turns work- ' ~
: .
ing the daycare themselves, making. ; .
it a self-contained service available;. :
to everyone.
..
As a society, we need to be con- :
cerned about future generations and' ; ,
the welfare of our children. We all: ~
benefit when we make education: ; J
accessible to everyone.
. ~ ~}
,

,"

Sincerely, ~ ~ .
Kim Leonard ~ ~ :l

Yes, Dammit, I Know What I'm Doing, Okay?

special projects
coordinator

John Dereak
editorial artist

._----_ -

Leslie Gralnick

Diane Schlueter

business affairs/ad sales director

I

: !

in a band, that' s exciting!"
Then I'd say something like, : "
"Yeah, but life on the road gets : ~
rough sometimes, living out of suit~ :'
cases, and calling a motel home: ,; . ;
"Qh, you poor guys," they'd say, :
"you must be pretty good, if you,.
travel that much."
.
"Well, we just travel in the rriid~ : ~
west, so we get to go home once ~ .
every sixmonth"s or so," Paul said. . : I
Pretty soon we were talking about · !>
record contracts, groupies, and im upcoming world tour. As a matter of :
fact I'll bet that guy on Saturday :
Night Live was there that night arid .•
used us to base his character on~ .
yeah, that's the ticket.
.
Anyway. it's easy to see how that
could get real old after a while. .' •
So I'm glad I'm engaged. I'm look- ~
ing forward to getting married. In .
fact I Gouldn't ;b!! happier.
.
That is, unless all of that stuff
about myoId band was really true. .,
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NEWSBRIEFS

New Consultant Has Hindsight

: Craig A. -Martin
' managing editor
'.
t! ,

:: Mick Jagger said it long ago ...you
: can't always get what you want.
I

: : "We knew we COUldn't compete
" ~w. ith the developers financially, but
-we thought the package we were
:offering was exceptional. I guess
they didn't think so," said Billy Sue
~Bowersox, special consultant to
:the chancellor.

~

:. The exceptional offer she speaks
Of is the offer the university made to
,..the city of Clayton for the County
Hospital site in that city.
" I can see the city's side. The
developers offered them a lot more
\ ~fuoney, which they needed for their
medical center plans," she said.
The Forsyth group, a large
. , ,~.development firm, won the bidding
- tor the site. The group plans to raze
the existing building, and construct
three office buildings.
. " . The university' s plan for the site
included moving some of the extension courses there as well as
establishing a weekend college.

Now that the first semester's
grades are in, Army ROTC at UMSL
is starting its scholarship drive. The
Army ROTC scholarship program
was started in 1964. The program
offers awards for three and two
academic years. The three year
scholarships are offered to advancing freshman and the two year to
advancing
sophmores.
These
scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis regardless of race,
color or national origin.

for the destruction of the present
building and starting from the
ground, according to Bowersox.
1\

; "We hoped that public opinion
would be on our side, and we think it
was. We hoped this would make a
difference considering the other
·..,lbidders are private interests. We
were the good guys," she said.

"This was pretty much a one-time
It was a golden opportunity
that presented itself and it would
probably take something else this
good for the university to try again,"
, tshe said.
'4shot.

" We have been inundated by
offers from real estate companies
.-:offering us other sites. I have met
with the chancellor, and have
decided not to pursue a venture of

The 1987 edition of Who's Who
Among Students In American
Universities And Colleges will
include the names of the following UMSL stUdents; Kenneth E.
Anderson, Joan Buekendorf,
Catherine M. Carver, Eugene C.
Corbett, Donna Curtis.
Don R Flott, Terrie Gillespie,
Jacqueline Gilliland, Mark
Guenther, Christopher Hartigan,
Randall Hernandez, Cheryl
Hodak, Steven M. Hoover.
Dawn M.Keating, Edward Kennedy, Kathleen W. Kissel,
Cynthia Smith Komlos, Kevin
Lacostelo, Mary Ann Lewis, Kenn
Luecke, Stacy L. McEuen, James
B. Meyer, Kenneth A. Meyer.
William L. Neumann, Anthony
C. Odinkemere, Remigius U.
Onwumere, Patricia Peck,
Maureen Robinson, Diane V.
Rose, Thomas C. Sachs, Elder
Seener, Peggy Stastny.
David L. Strand, Mary C.
Suiter, George Taylor, Rebecca
L. Thompson, Jacqueline K Turnage, Julia R Weber, Janet L.
Wieclaw, Barbara Willis, and
Steven Wolfe.

DDD
Nominations for the 1987 Presidential Awards for Excellence are
now being accepted. The program
recognizes teachers for their
outstanding abilities in classroom
performance, the effect they have
on their students and their professional and personal goals.
Nominations are due March 2 and
applications are due April 4. Three
Missouri science teachers will be
chosen from those nominated at the
state level. For more information
call 553-6226.

DOD
Ellen H. Strubert, a German
major,
has received a full.
scholarship for Winter Semester
1987. The scholarship was made
possible by the Straussenfest
Committee .
Strubert has also received a
scholarship to study abroad, she
used the scholarship for study in
Austria during the summer of
1986.
.

The Farmers Insurance Group
of Companies Scholarship will
make two $500 scholarship
awards for Winter 1987 semester.
Students in their second third, or
fourth year of studies in areas
related to the Insurance industry
are invited to apply.
I Recipients will be selected, on
: the basis of grades and relevancy
i of course work, by the University
Senate Committee on Admissions
and Student Financial Aid. For
. additional information, contact
the financial Aid office, 209
Woods Hall.
Applications must be submit- .
ted by February 16, 1987.

i

DOD
Kathleen T. Osborn has been
named
Director
of
Alumni
Relations for this campus, Her responsibilities will include directing
the Alumni Center, managing activities for the university alumni, and
coordinating special events.

DDD
Dianne Holloway has been
appointed News Director of KWMU
Radio. Holloway was formerly
Associate News Assignment Editor
at KTVI-TV, Channel 2.

Army ROTC Offers Scholarships

.,. • Nearly all plans submitted called

Bowersox explained that the the
'-iniversity is not currently searching for another site like the one in
Clayton.

DDD

HELLOUMSL: Billy Sue Bowersox is a new consultant to the chancellor in Woods Hall. She has been involved recently with the campus'
efforts to attain the Clayton County Hospital site.
this type now, " Bowersox said.
Plans
for the
university's
development of the site called for
the land to be purchased independently through donations, among
other things.
"The University of Missouri has
accomplished expansion ofthis type
before, but this would have been thr

first time for the St. Louis Campus,"
she said.
"We really felt our plan had
merit. "
Prior to coming to the university,
Bowersox was director of development and public relations at the
Independence Center, in the Central
West End.

A U.S. Army ROTC scholarship
pays for college tuition, laboratory
fees, on-campus educational fees
and a standard amount from which a
student may purchase textbooks,
classroom supplies and eqUipment.
Army ROTC scholarship winners
also receive tax free subsistence
allowance of up to $1000 each school
year that the scholarship is in effect,
including pay earned for attending
ROTC advances camp during the

summer between the junior and
senior years of college. An Army
ROTC scholarship can be worth
thousands of dollars.
During last year' s national competition, 1,870 students applied for
the three year scholarship; 1,590
were offered. In the two year competition, 1,695 students applied for
1,440 offered. At UMSL, . two
were
awarded
students
scholarships last year. One was a
two year and one was a three year
scholarship.
Most of the students at UMSLare
qualified for a scholarship. In order
to be qualified to apply, a student
does not currently have to be
enrolled in ROTC. Selection is
based upon college a cademic
achievement, recommendation by
an institutional nomination board
(made up of university offici!lls,
Army officers and one senior ROTC
cadet), physical fitness, activities,
and recommendation by a Professor
of Military Science.
In addition to the unlimited number of students that may apply for

EVELI NE
GOODMAN-THAU
Ms. Goodman- Thau, an educator from Jerusalem, is this year's
Scholar-in-Residence. At present, Goodman-Thau is a Ph.D.
candidate at the Martin Buber Institute for Adult Education at
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. The topic of her lecture will be
"Democracy in Israel: Myth or Reality".
.
An Open Forum Will Follow

MONDAY
FEBRUARY9

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY10
11 AM·1 PM
UNIVERSITY CENTER LOU NGE
Presented by:
The University Program Board
& The Jewish Student Union

For More Information Call:
Jewish StUdent Union President
Mimi Silberman 997-5838
or the Hillel House 726·6177

the scholarships issued under the
national competition, UMSL ROTC
has been granted two scholarships
that are reserved for qualified
UMSL studnets: one three- and one
two-yeat award for students seeking
a business or science degree.
Under current policy, scholarship
cadets sele cted for regular Army,
Army Reserve or Army National
Guard appointments may request a
dely in reporting to duty for up to 2
years for the purpose of earning a
Master's or Professional degree at
no expense to the Army. This policy
is more restrictive than in the past
and is, of~ourse , dependent upon
the officer needs of the Army.
Regular Ariny officers competively
selected
to
attend
civilian
institutions after entry into active
duty do so with full pay and
allowances.
The application period for the
three year scholarships runs
through March. However, the
application period for the two year
scholarship concludes the second
we ek of February.

lDi~MMIT

i~~W'HSE

SUMMIT LOUNGE
12: 3.0 THURSDAYS

c

o.n
o

UnanimclisWiIlner·CRANill PRILE 'PllME O1I1t-tannesFilm Festival I

~
WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 11

NOON & 7:30 PM
SUMMIT LOUN G E

~()T ()~ t=IL~
11 :30 AM - 1 :30 PM
UNIVERSITY CENTER LOUNGE

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 12

The University Program Board
• Get Involved
• 15 Positions Available

is currently seeking applications
for February appointments.
Applications are available in the
Office of StUdent Activities 250 University Center.

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY FEB . .20TH

• Largest Student Activity Budget on Campus

• Open to al! Stu dents

• Opportunities for Leadership
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P arents Pre-P a y F or College
CPS - Just since January 5,
In Michigan's program-called
legislators in seven states have pro- . BEST (Baccaulaureate Education
System Trust)-parents of a fiveposed creative new programs to let
moms and pops " enroll" their
year-old child today would 'pay
infants in college years in
$3 ,484 to the fund . By 2005 , when the
advance.
child would be a freshman, that
money will have multiplied into
The programs-arguably now a
enough to pay tuition at one of the
fad among administrators-vary in
state' s colleges.
detail, but generally let people preKolt says the plan will help
pay tuition for their children up to 18
" middle-class and lower income
years before their children get to
workers," even if they have to
college.
borrow the money to pay now.
While as many as 60 private,
But there are risks.
generally small campuses have
Deanna Malone of Merrill Lynch
adopted such programs since 1984,
Co., isn't sure it' s a go od investin recent weeks whole states moved
ment. Her brokers, she says, " might
toward applying them to vast public
say ' No way.' Why should you pay
college systems.
tuition when 10 or 15 years down the
Michigan adopted a prepaid tuiroad, your kid may decide not to go
tion plan two months ago. Now
to college?"
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland,
The Internal Revenue Service,
Missouri, Pennsylvania and Texas
moreover, hasn 't approved the
lawmakers have jumped on the stillplans yet. If it doesn' t, parents
untested ide a As many as 35 others
would have to pay federal taxes on
have expressed interest in it.
the difference between the money
Yet some financial advisors are
they originally invested and the
unwilling to endorse it. Still others
higher amount of tuition it evenvoice dismay about it.
tually would buy.
They argue the programs may be
Colleges, too, don' t absolutely
risky for students, parents and even
guarantee they ' ll admit the students
the states that finance them.
later. If they don' t, they would
"As with any investment, there is
refund the original am ount and keep
some risk," says Ralph Hodel of the
the profits earned in the years since,
Illinois Board of Higher Education,
or let the student use the money fo r
which expects to adopt a prepaid
another school.
tuition plan of its own by April 1.
Some financial aid adminisHere' s how a state college protrators, including Katherine H,
gram would work:
Hanson on the Consortium on
Parents pay a lump sum of
Financing Higher Education, worry
money-say $5 ,OOO-to a college
families will overburden themfund. The college invests the money,
selves making lump-sum payments,
which earns interest. In theory, the
and that the programs could force
interest will multiply into enough
students t o forfeit financial aid
money during 15 to 18 years to pay
later.
for tuition by the time the child gets
Harry Sladi ch of Gonzaga Univerto college.
sity in Spokane, Washington, doesn't
Parents get a guarantee they
think anyone would have to forfeit
won' t have to pay more tuition even
financial aid, but worries about "the
if prices rise, and they don't have to
pressure on the admissions office
pay taxes on the interest their lump
down the road" to admit prepaid but
sum investments earn through the
borderline students.
years.
Critics also point ou t college pro"It' s like buying a service congrams can deteriorate through
tract on an appliance," explained
time, meaning parents who thought
Robert Kolt of Michigan' s Treasury
they were paying for a good liber al
department. "You might pay $50
arts education program might find a
today for what may be $200 worth of
shoddy one 18 years later.
service in the future."
Illinois' Hodel wonder s if it' s such

[MZ

a good idea for states, since they
lose the taxes the parents would
ordinarily pay on the money used to
prepay tuition.
" The loss of revenue would
prpbably be small," he adds. "But
there is some loss. It just depends on
how many zeros it takes to impress
you (as a big loss) ."
Most aid officials, though, like the
idea. " The (prepay) concept is
good," says Dartmouth's aid director, Harland Hoisington. " People
don' t s ave for their kids' college,
and then they' re stunned what it
costs when it' s time to go."
Doubts and unsettled tax questions haven' t stopped anyone from
ad opting the idea, which Duquesne
University in Pittsburgh pioneered
in 1984.
Under the private Duquesnes
plan, which was set up by the Fred S.
James Co. insurance brokerage, a
toddler' s parents pay the University
$8,837 now for a college education
that will cost an estimated $76 ,685
in th e ye ar 2001.
Since 1984 , the James company
has s et up prepaid plans for 11 more
private colleges, and collected letters of intent from 45 more.
Coll eges like the programs, says
Lois Folino of Duquesne, because
they help keep enrollments high and
help administrators plan what kinds
of buildings, equipment, facilities
and faculties they' ll need in the
future.
So far, Folino said the middleand upper-middle income families
have been the most likely to sign up
for the plan.
While they "don't have too much
tr ouble with paying the tuition," she
not es, " they still can' t just write a
check for it."
Parents seem to like it so far .
Michigan's BEST now gets 4,000
inquires a day from private citizens,
while 42 states have requested
information about it, Kolt reports.

PICK
program had higher priorities than
housing. He did say however, if
there was a way to meet housing
needs for UMSL students with
private developers, he was open to
looking into them. In the past,
Magrath has stated that dorms were
not a part of the campus' design
and mission.
Magrath' s reaction prompted
State Represenative Jim Murphy to
comment on his view of the
campus.
" When will that (the UMSL) campus become more than a day school
for minority students?" he said.
Murphy followed up this statement by saying the UM system
needs to expand its St. Louis plan
and look into the needs of the next
20 years.
Presently, UMSL has a minority
student base of nearly 11 percent.
The Coordinating Board of Higher
Education was also on hand for the
nitpicking analysis.
The le gislators asked the CBHE
for a breakdown of its sp ending patterns, which would include hotel and
food bills.
State officials were not the only
ones lobbying for UM programs
last week.
Student Association President
Ken Meyer and Vice President
Kevin Lacostelo met with the three
other student body leaders from the
UM campuses to discuss budget
priorities.
Their conclave was highlighted
by a meeting between the student
leaders and an aide to the
Governor.
Meyer and the other students met
with Tom Bunton, an education aide,
and discussed the individual campuses and the role of the University
in the state.
Meyer said each campus representative gave a presentation
about their university. The value
added assessment program, which
is favored by the governor, was discussed as was the overall UM
Budget request.

from page 1

Steven L

ON THE ROAD: Chancellor Barnett took her Partnerships for Progress Program on the road to legislative hearings concerning the
UM's 1987-88 budget request. She spoke with many legislators, like
Neil Malloey.

CURATORS
Decker said the entire area has
been in need of a degree of this type
for a long time.
" We are here to serve the state,
and this will be the only degree of its
kind in the entire area. We have had

There was concern by ASUM, the
UM student lobby group at UMColumbia, over the affects of such
a meeting.
ASUM leaders felt the students
should not discuss the budget.
However, the UM lobbyist and Pres-

as many as 100 unsolicited requests
about this type of degree on file for a
long time," Decker said.
Both degrees are now awaiting
final action from the Coordinating
Board for Higher Education and/or
the university.

In all, the hudget process is just ·
beginning for FY1987-88 , but does it It
really ever end?

S400 j'y'arural Bridg e
(I N ) 389-9998

HOME OF THE WEEK

17 Lake Pembroke

We Specialize In The UMSL Area
For more information: 389-9998

UMSL School of Optometry

Eye Clinic

Visiu.-J iil ~

S()cieiy

Are you prepared?
A wide range of vision care services
• Con tJ ct Lense s

• Newest Lens DeSign s and

• Eye Heil lth Ass es sment

Fashi o n Fr ames

• Designer Sunglasses
UMSL Students. Faculty. Staff and Alumni receive a 20%
discount.on all professional service fees .

:t:

Call 553-5131

I

UMSL School of Optometry

~

ident Magrath acknowledged the
student's meeting and gave them
their blessings.

St. L ouis, Mo. 63 111

l1it;~NTec~

{~
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real estate, inc.
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STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6 AT.A 'IHEATRENEAR YOU

I.~AROOND OMSL
6
• Delta Sigma PI will hold an
introduction ceremony at 7 p_ m.
".in the~ McDonnell Douglas room

of SSB. Prospective pledges
should meet in the lobby at
6:45 p.m.

,,.
i

Friday

-------l 8

Sunday
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• Democracy In Israel, Mythor
Reality? will be the subject of a
lecture sponsored by the Jewish
Student Union and the University Program Board at 11 a, m_ in
the University Center.

• Women Who Love Too Much
will be the topic of a seminar in
the Women's Center from noon1 p_m_The guest speaker will be
Suzanne Breslauer, President
of Transitions.

---~1 11 Wed nesda~

~ ...t

1

,

• Tenor, Mark Madison will be
the featured performer of this
week's Premiere Performan.,ces to be held in the Sheldon
Concert Hall at 4 .p. m, General
admission is $3 and students
with valid IDs will be admitted
free.
, ' .'(1

• Wednesday Noon Live will
feature the music of Not On File
from 11 :30 a. m.-1 :30 p_ m_ in ·
the University Center lounge.
Presented by the University Program !3oard.

• "New Services Offered by
County Libraries" and "Kids and
""'Collectors" will be the topics of
this week's CreatlveAglng to be
aired from 7-8 p.m. on KWMU
(90.7 FM).
Mark Madison

9

. ,~

Monday

• The Evening College Council
and t he English Department will
sponsor an informal poetry
gathering with a Love theme for
Valentine's Day in room 318
l ucas Hall at 8:20 p. m_
Everyone is encouraged to bring
published and original poetry.

----1112
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Help Wanted
Immediate opening for.
Aerobic/Dance Instructor,
Child Care Worker, Tutor,
Secretary,
Cheerleader
Coach, and Youth Program Specialist
Call 367-6996 or 3676969 or send resume to:
Hamilton
Community
School, 5819 Westminster
Place, St Louis, MO
6312.
GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,040
$59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext R-2166 for current federal list

Wanted:
Referees for
intramural Basketball (day
and evening leagues). Day
games are at 1 p. Ill. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Evening games begin at
6:30 p.rn. on Tuesday
nights. We will train you.
We pay $5 per game. Call
the intramural office at
553-5125 0 stop by 203
Mark Twain.

• SWAPwi"sponsorathreeday
job fair beginning today. The
event will be held in the J.C. Penney Building from 10 a_ m_ • 2
p, m. and is free to both students
and businesses.

Monday Movie: Paris Texas
wi" be presented in the Summit
lounge at noon and 7:30 p.m.
Admission is FREE
.

1984
Toyota
van,
automatic AlC, rear defros~ tilt wheel, AM/FM
radio, cloth bucket seats.
Excellent consition. Call
389-4534 after 6 p.m.

WANTED NOWl Spring
Break representatives for
Collegiate Tour & Travel
Earn free trips and cash
too! Call 1-800-328-8322,
eXl579.

• Meet Your Vice-Chancellor
L Sandy Maclean, will be held
from 5:30-7:30 p.m. on the third
floor lobby of lucas Hall. Refreshments will be served. The.
evening is sponsored by the
Evening College Council,

~.

Bach Stradivarius Trumpet Model 37. Excellent
consition. Two-tone laquer
finish. Leather valve cover.
Two mouthpieces. Large
bore. Also books: AnalytIcal
Chemistry,
Music
Guide, and French I w/
workbook. Call for prices,
ask for Gene, 257-2976.

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Project Manager needed
FREE vacation plus$$$ .1800-237-2061.

• Summit Showca se will feature the talent of comed ian
Taylor Mason at 12:30 p.m. in t h~
U. Center lounge.

• The Women's Center wi" feature the film Free To Be_ .. You&
Me today at 10 am. and 2 p.m.
and again tomorrow at 11 am.
and 2 p.m. The center is located
in room 107 a Benton Hall.

CLASSIFIEDS

• Gwend olyn Brooks, Pulitzer
prize-winni,ng poet wi" give a
. reading at 7 :30 p _m. in the J.e.
Pen ney Auditorium To order
tickets, call 553-5194 during
business hours.

Looking for a financial
management tutor. Rate
and hours negotiable.
Contact Cindy at 8697046 .
Night Manager University
Center. Part time position.
Supervise
custodial
operation; supervise and
assist student organization meetings and special
events in the University
Center and J.G. Penney
Building. Call 553-5291.

Flower
needed for
Day
week.
Thursday
through Saturday. 30-100
dollars a day possible. Call
John for details at 7710123, ext 15.

issues?
our $50 cash
Categories are
non-fiction. All Um-St
Louis
undergraduates
eligible. Call the Women's
Studies Office, 553-5581
for details.

M Iscella neous

Attention
Spring
Graduates: Anyone who
will be moving from his or
her sleeping room or
efficiency
apartmen~
please call 521-5073. A
fellow UMSL student Is interested In it Any assistance will be appreciated

Better than IRA and here
to stay.
With
Aetna's
payroll
deductable annuity, you
can save more money, pay
less taxes and end up with
much more savings. Aetna
has 5 accounts to switch
between.
Call
David
Hassenflug at 576-2336,
ext 2336.
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U. repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext GH-2166
for current repo list
WORD PROCESSING
For your Repo~ Term
Paper, or Dissertation.
110,000 word spelling
check. I BM or Apple formats. One of several word
processing packages Is
ready to complement your
project If your project
requires quality, call Chris,
727-0786.
SUMMER IN
EUROPE $299
Lowest schedu led fares to
all of europe from St Louis.
Call (314) 727-8888.
Walk To Class
Spacious
Remodeled
Brick Duplexes
Bordering Northeast Edge
of UMSL CampusNow
Available
2 Plus bedrooms
Hardwood floors
Finished Lower Level
Off Street Parking
Appliances
Cable TV
Students rent as low as
$140/month/person. The
Alliance Group 522-6865;
522-8804.
FAST, ACCURATE, PReFESSIONAL WORD PReCESSING AND TYPING ACADEMIC
REPORTS,
DISSERTATIONS,
THESES,
REPETITIVE!
PERSONALIZED
LETTERS,
MAILING
LlSTS/LABELS/
ENVELOPES, RESUMES,
ETC.-IBM PCANDXEROX
EQUIPMENT. CALL PORTIA·725-4477.
Have a class paperyou are
proud of? Is the topic relevant to women, women's

Interviewl Mock Interviews will be held Tuesday,
FeQ 17 and Wednesday
FeQ 18 with recruiters
from major corporations.
For more Information stop
by room 504 Tower. Sponsored by Black Business
Students' Association.
Internship. Radio station
KWMU has immediate
openings for internships.
Earn academic credi~ gain
valuable promotional and
organizational experience ·
working on the 1987
KWMU St Louis Post Dispatch Walkathon. apply in
person, 105 Lucas Hal~ or
call Norine Kerber at 5535968.
Adoption Wanted: Married
caucasian couple seeks to
adopt white Infant Can
provide much love and
security. Home already
licensed to receive child
Completely lega~ confidential If you know anyone considering placing
for adoption, call collect 1217-367-7009 eveningS!
weekends.
Jumpin Jack Van, He acts
so cool But deep InSide
he's a dancln fooll/Just
hand him a brew and give
him his clgs, then watch
him do a couple of jlgsl
Normally serene, and in
control When he's s-faced, If II make you roll!
Now don't get mad, Van,
you know we love ya
Happy Valentine's Day,
from Carolyn and Marla

Get the grade you want tutoring in Cobol 109, Adv.
Cobol 209, and Conr
puters In accounting 344
by M.lS. wiz Preston Fort
Available 3-10 p.m. at
place
of
your
convenience. A bargain at $5
per hour. Call 355-4076.
Don't delay!

Be An Original Party M emb er
With Spuds MacKenz ie,
"The Original Party Animal," A t The

EVENI N G COLLEGE COUNCILS
FRE E FEBRUARY EVENTS
FE B. 9 , 5 :30 -7 p. m.
ME ET YOUR VI C E C HANCE LOR
L. "Sandy" Maclean, VC of Students Affairs.
Discuss your ideas and concerns_
Lucas Hall3 rd floor Lobby

FEB., 1 1 , 8 :20 p. m.
LOVE N OTES
Come hear and read original and
published poetry-Valentine theme_
B oom 318 Lucas Hall
Co-sponsored by the English Dept

FEB. 117 , 6- 7:30 p. m.

FIRST ORIGINAL FRIDAY
AFTERNOON CLUB (F.A.C.).
When: Friday (Obviously February 13)
12 noon
Time:
Where: Bridgeton Soccer Cl ub

291-8212
Show Up Early And Receive
An Orginal Spuds MacKenzie
T-Shirt On Us!

NEW TAX LAW SEMINAR
Discussion and Question/ Answer session, by an
IRS representative on the New Tax law and how
it relates to the individual.
Room 318 Lucas Hall

.'
Beer Token

P

12

oz_ Beer

Every Monday and Tuesday KOFFEE KLATC H
5-9p. m. 3rd Floor Lobby, Lucas Halll

College 10 A Must!

REFRESHMENTS SERVED AT ALL EVENTS
ALL STUDE NTS, FACULTY, STAFF WELCOWIED

Sponsored by:

For additional information calli
the Evening College at 553-5161

1ft

GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS , INC.
2340 MILLPARK DRIVE' ST . LOUIS. MISSOURI 53D.3

and Bridgeton Soccer Club.
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In s t ructor Dives I to Political Arena .\
by Paul Thompson
features editor
Driving through a south St.
Louis neighborhood with John
Walsh, one comes to understand
the deep-rooted feelings Walsh
,has for the area.
Walsh, an music instructor at
UM-St. Louis, rattles off bits of
history about local parks, discusses the composition of the
area's electorate and laments
the lack of police patrols as he
drives through St. Louis' 16th
Aldermanic Ward ,
Walsh, a life-long resident of
the 16th Ward, has more reasons
than most to understand his community. He wants to represent its
people on the St. Louis Bo.a rd of
Aldermen.
Walsh, a Republican, hopes to
unseat one-term Democratic
incumbent Jim Shrew bury, and,
in the words of his campaign
brochure "end the Democrats'
28-1 stranglehold on the Board
of Aldermen."
As a Republican, Walsh
believes he has a good chance of
winning the seat, located in the
far southwestern corner of the
city.
"People are very conservative
down here," he says. "This ward
is 60 percent Republican and we
hope to gain it for that reason."
If elected, Walsh says he would
be "a voice of the people," supporting a strong business
environment while fighting
excessive taxes.
"People are essentially fed up
with being bled with tax
increases," he says, referring to
both city and school taxes.
Walsh believes the business
community is the backbone of
the city,
"If it wasn't for the business
community in St. Louis, the city
of st. Louis ' would have gone
down the tu bes," he says. "All the
spectacular things that are happening downtown are happening
in spite of city government."
Walsh is critical of the city's

UMSL GRADUATE: John Walsh, who is presently a music instructor at UMSL, hopes to gain a seat in the St Louis Alderman.
"A new stadium could bankrupt
attempts to finance projects that
Because the aldermanic board
financing one?"
the city. Taxpayers should not be
he believes would be better
is so heavily Democratic, Walsh
Walsh says he can be a strong
burdened with a new stadium,"
achieved
through
private
knows his innitiatives would face
voice for the 16th Ward because
Walsh says. "If a stadium isn' t a
investment.
an uphill battle. But he appears
he doesn't have any axes to grind.
solvent investment for private
He is opposed to Mayor Vinconfident in his ability to serve
"I don't come with any political
investors, why should city
cent Schoemehl's attempt to
his constituents effectively.
baggage," he says. "I can be a
government get involved in
build a new stadium downtown.
"rm a cooperator and coorwatchdog for the taxpayer."

'On Collecting Ph otographs'
To Open At Campus Gallery
by Jim Hartnett
reporter

guidelines on collecting will be useful for other types of art as welL
"It will interest people who want
A photographic exhibit entitled to find out about art and those
"On Collecting Photographs" opens curious about collecting as well as
at 2 p.m. Feb. 15 in Gallery 210,
photographers," said Jean Tucker
Lcas Hall
of the university's Center for MetFifty-eight photographs selected ' ropolitan Studies. She explained the
from 12 private St. Louis coHecticins photos will not be grouped accordwill be on display, including those of ing to photographer nor in
the Centerre Trust Co. and A.G.Edchronological order but are grouped
wards and Sons, Inc.
according to the collections they
The theme of this exhibit differs
represent.
from most. It does not concern the
"There are thousands of students
works of one photographer nor any lin this area studying photography
particular style of photography.
and this gives them a chance to see
This exhibit highlights the collectoriginal works by the great masing of photographic art.
ters. These photographs have never
A symposium featuring
a
before been seen publicly in
photographic dealer from Seattle,
St.Louis." Tucker added.
Nancy Medwell, and two area
The photographs, selected by the
collectors, John Dunivent and Gerlenders themselves, will be dishard J. Petzall, will be held at 3 p.m.
played in groups of four or five
on Feb.15 in room 100 Lucas Hall.
accompanied by wall labels with
They will address such topics as
essays written by each respective
how works of art are distributed,
lender explaining why he or she
where to find art and a trustworthy
collected
those
particular
dealer, how to care for works of art
photographs.
.
and why people who collect art buy
Some of the artists represented
what they buy.
; include Ansel Adams, a recognized
Although the symposium conleader of modern photography and
perhaps America' a best known
cerns
photographic
art,
the

photographer. He worked primarily
in black and white and is noted for
his poetic and sharp landscape
photographs of the American West
and Southwest.
Diane Arbus, another artist being
exhibited, is best known for her
studies of freaks and social outcasts, although her photographs in
this exhibit is not of that genre.
Edward Weston, another pioneer
of modern photography, known for
his close range photographs of
crisp, probing, even sensual images
of natural forms including rocks,
shells, vegatables and female
nudes.
Berenice Abbott who won acclaim
for her series of documentary
photographs of New York City in the
1930's is represented here with
photographs of Wall Street, appropriate for the collection of A. G. Edwards, an investment firm.
Both the symposium and the
exhibit, which runs through Friday,
March 13, are free and open to the
public.

Contemporary Productions are
bringing several bands to St. Louis
during February.
On Feb. 6, Survivor with special
guest The Spoons will be appearing
at Kiel Opera House.
Although Survivor formed in
1978, it wasn' t until after the release
of their second album and their sub- .
sequent tour that Survivor was
discovered.
After seeing them in concert,
Sylvester Stallone asked the band to
write the theme for Rocky III. The
result was "The Eye of the Tiger"
which became the biggest selling
single of 1982. The song also won a
Grammy for Best Rock Vocal Performance and was nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Song.
Their sixth album, " When
Seconds Count," contains the single
"Is This Love" along with other
tracks such as "Man Against the
World,"
"Rebel
Son"
and
"Oceans."
The songs are all written by
Franki Sullivan (guitar and vocalS)

and Jim Peterik (keyboards and
vocals). Jimi Jamison (lead vocals), '
Stephan Ellis (bass) and Marc
Droubay (drums) make up the rest
of the five man band.
The opening act, The Spoons, is a
quartet whose first recording in
three years,"Bridges Over Bor- '
ders," represents a new beginning
for the group. It reflects the hard
work of a once-young band grown
older.
Tickets are $14.50 and available
at Kiel Box Office, Musicvision and
Record Company locations, MissISSippi Nights, Westport Box
Office and Dialtix.
While you're there, you can also.
pick up $13.50 and $14.50 tickets to
RATT with special guest Poison.
They'll be coming to the Kiel on ·
Friday, Feb. 13.
Poison is very definitely a heavy
metal band whose Dial-MTV hit,
"Talk Dirty to Me," is the first single
release from their debut album
"Look What the Cat Dragged In.''
Between Poison and Ratt, expect a
hard-rocking show.
Ratt may be best remembered for
their first two albums, "Out of the

,

See CANDIDATE, Page 7

A dvice On

How To Play

'Murder Lotto'
..,1

GOT A

UTE?

.. .

Recently there has been an
overahundance of television docudramas, real-life stories, madefor-TV-mini-series, and family
tear-jerking episodes of monetary' \
commercial importance bursting
out across the "idiot box."
I'm sure you've heard the commercials and perhaps, with no alter- _
native, actually sat down and
watched these fiascos that directors
and producers revel in. Whether it
be "the story of a man who killed his
wife
... was it love or MURDER," or •.,
Gallery 210 is open Monday
through Thursday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
"NEW YORK BY NIGHT 1934": by Berenice Abbott one of the "the heart wrenching tale of a
mother who asked her two sons to
. and Friday 9 to 5.
photos in an upcoming Gallery 21 0 exhibit.
kill for her. ," or my favorite, "the
story of a woman who has a car acci- "
dent and can't remember her
family ... "
(or
her
bowling
average).
There seems to be a rash of ., I
ago. The last two years have been
average Joes out there who are comat Westport Box Office, TicketmasCellar" and "Invasion of Your
especially hot for the three · man
mitting felonies, going to jail, sellPrivacy," but their follow-up,
ter and Dialtix.
crew-- King
Ad- Rock
(Adam
Last year, they opened for
ing their stories, and consequently
"Dancing Undercover," is sure to be
Horovitz), MCA (Adam Yauch) and
Madonna; this year they're the
making a mint in royalties. It's the
as good if not better than their
Mike D (Michael Diamond).
headlining act and Fishbone and
others. All ten songs on the album
beginnings of a nasty trend in Besides opening for Madonna,
tastelessness.
Murphy's Law are the openers. On
were written by members of the
they opened for the "Raisin' Hell"
group and arranged by Ratt, includFeb. 15, at 8 p.m., the three thugs
But I'm not complaining. All I
tour, have appeared on MTV; played
who told you to"fight for your right
ing the first Single "Dance."
want to know is how to get on the
the Apollo Theater in Harlem, and
to party," The Beastie Boys, will be
Another highlight of the LP is
gravy train of "The Network's Mur- ."
performed for the movie "Krush
"Body Talk," which will be featured
appearing at Kiel Auditorium.
der Lotto!" If you think about it, no
Groove."
one in this fair state of Missouri has
in the new Eddie Murphy movie
Fishbone consists of six talented
However, their album, "Licensed
"The Golden Child. "
musicians who combine reggae,
been able to win the legitimate lotto Ill" is bound to bring the Beastie
If the thought of spending Friday
funk, heavy metal and ska to create
tery in more than 20 weeks. There's'
Boys their greatest acclaim to date,
Feb. 13 with Ratt is downright
their own sound. Their first release
roughly $6 million lying around in ..
since it combines so many styles
frightening, how about Jazz Explowas last year with the EP,
Jefferson City just waiting to be had.
which are now becoming vogue.
sion '87? This year's dynamite show
"Fishbone." The video for "Party at
Why can't anyone win the damn
Tickets for the Beastie Boys,
features Angela Bofill, Stanley
game? Too many players.
Ground Zero," a release from that
Fishbone and Murphy's Law are
Well, I may have the solution. _
Clarke, Pieces Of a Dream, and
EP, won an award from the
$13.50 and available at TicketmasDave Valentin. They'll be appearing
Yes, that's it boys and girls, the NetAmerican Film Institute. Their first
ter, Kiel Box Office, Westport Box . work's Murder Lotto. It's a game of
Feb. 13 at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. at
LP, "In Your Face," was released in
Office and Dialtix.
Westport Playhouse.
1986 after a successful U.S.A. tour.
few rules and reqUirements; the
Lastly, but certainly not least,
Miss Bofill is noted for her musiThe Beastie Boys combines a rocraunchier the better.
•
Bon Jovi with special guest Cincal versatility and includes jazzker's love of loud guitars with a rapFirst you have to start off with a
derella, appear Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. at
pop, classic ballads, Latin soul and
per's love for rhymes, and the love
murder, or just be a witness to a
Kiel Auditorium. The $15 tickets
hip- hop, all performed with not only ' of both for hard funky beats. This is
murder; or you can makeup your
were sold out in two hours.
confidence but individuality as well.
accomplished with a DJ to cut and
own homicide: have someone kill
The combination of Cinderella
Her latest album, "Tell Me
scratch, and the Beasties' inimityou, then let your widow sell the and Bon Jovi is natural, since it was
Tomorrow," is a true synthesis, and
able love of reckless fun.
story.
Jon Bon Jovi who helped out Cinincludes all aspects of the style
The result is a brand new style-Since the first requirement is a
even if they have been honing it
which is so uniquely hers.
since they first formed five years
Tickets are $16.50 and available
See MUSIC, Page 7
See COLUMN, Page 7

Contemporary Delivers Top Sounds To City
by Sue Fenster
music previewer

dinator. I can work with the
Democrats," he says."I think I
hring with me the ability to work
with people and to seek out
expert
advice
when
it's
needed."
Walsh also advocates strong
police and fire departments. He
says Southsiders support more
pOlice and fire protection in their
community.
"There's a lot of concern about
crime down here," he says. "But
because there are not as many
crimes down here, the police
department and fire department
tend to man everything to the
north and to the east. "
During 1986 in St. Louis, 207
murders, 341 rapes and 5,595
assaults were committed. " More
people are now afraid to go to
more parts of the city than ever
before," Walsh says.
However, depite the crime
rate, WalSh says, the mayor
wants to reduce the police force.
And, he says, the board tends to
support the mayor's initiatives.
Walsh says as an alderman he
would seek to remove the police
department from the control of
city hall and would increase the
street patrols.
Walsh said Scheomehl's proposal to condense the city's pre,cinct police stations and create
three "super stations" could be
feasible. "rm all for that if it' s
not just a smokescreen to reduce
the police force," he says.
Creating the "super stations"
could save the city money, he
says.
Walsh says the city's fire
stations, too, need additional
manpower. He says he visited
several fire stations and "was
alarmed to see that a lot the
equipment wasn't manned."
"Fire protection becomes
even more imperative as the
infrastructure of the city
deteriorates," he says. "I would
support a resolution to expand
the number of firemen to staff
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derella on their debut album, "Night
Songs. "
• Jo. . Besides Jon Bon Jovi who sings
background vocals on "In From the
Outside" and "Nothing For Nothing," other highlights of the album
. , include the pounding "Shake Me"
...; and
the
hard- edged
ballad
: "Nobody's Fool."
:: Cinderella is led by singer Tom
~ Keifer, who writes all the group's

I
Prayer," "You Give Lo\'.e a Bad ,
. Name," "Never Say Goodbye," "Let
It Rock" and "Pink Flamingoes."
The band was presented with five
platnium records in Hollywood.
Granted, St. Louis is not usually
known for the great concerts that
are brought in, but it is becoming a
city recognized for not just the hottest bands, but also the new up-andcoming ones.

material and plays the guitar and
piano as well.
Although Jon Bon Jovi has helped
Cinderella along, he is the foun de.'
of his group, Bon Jovi, . which is
made up of Jon on vocals, Ale'c John
Such on bass, Tico Torres on'drums
and percussion, Richie Sam bora on
guitar and David Bryan on
keyboards.
Their first album,"Bon Jovi," was

released in 1984 and included the
hits "Runaway" and "She Don't
Know Me".
Their
second
album,"7800
Farenheit," included the songs "In
and Out of Love," "Silent Night,"
and "Only Lonely," and stayed on
the charts for a year before going
gold.
Their latest album, "Slippery
When Wet" features "Livin' On a

yourself caught. Do remember not
to get yourself in the middle of a
nasty shoot-outor the game may end
abruptly.
Okay, now get a good lawyer;
maybe a two or three photogenic
types
who
look
great
on
newsmagazine covers. The object
here is to get the most ~edia attention possible so that Hollywood gets
wind of the court proceedings. The
trial extends for weeks but eventuallyyou end up injail on the Group

W bench for twenty-odd years.
(Don't fret, though, parole comes
after 18 months.)
Now we enter the hardest part of
the game, the part that eliminates
even more competition: To Catch A
Publisher. This stage of the game is
similar to the state lottery in that
you have.to catch a bus to Jefferson
City and appear on a cheap local TV
station to take a chance at spinning
the 01' wheel.
Moving right along, you find a

publisher with California connections, the script is written, the cast
is set and Joan Collins or Tom
Selleck is playing the part of you.
Ta-daa l You win! You get rich off the
movie rights, the book, the video,
the interviews with Barbara
Walters and a spot on Nightline with
Ted
"My- hair- is- pressing- myforehead- into-my- chin" Koppel.
The Network's Murder Lotto -it's
a breeze. Batteries not included;
operators are standing by,

.our firehouses adequately."
Another main priority for
. Walsh if he is elected will be to
fight
"political
corruption
'-\I brought
on by one party
domination. "

license collector, and the
Speaker of the State House of
Representatives, as well as
pending charges against the
president of the board of
aldermen.

Republicans in city government
could" act as checks and balances to deter ruling party
excesses. "

W'alsh is actively interested in
the fate of public education in the
city as well.
"The schools are going to be a
big issue here," he says. Many of
'the people in the 16th Ward send

On the Democrats' "dishonor
roll" in the last decade, Walsh
"l cites a city sheriff, an alderman,
a building commissioner, a

"That
good- old- boy
cronyism and unchecked power
has just become a problem," he
says.
Walsh
says
more

: ~ COLUMN
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• toughy to fullfil , much of the com: petition is eliminated and the odds
, ~of winning are made better.
~
If you find murder a bit tedious to
~ commit, brush up on the notes of a
: few greats: Manson, Jack the Rip. : per, Hearst, Nero, J. James. I find
~ the Time/Life Book of Gunslingers
' essential to the novice night
stalker.
~ Then, after weeks of skipping
.. across borders, and maybe being
,~ mistaken for Jimmy Hoffa, you get

CANDIDATE
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He says, if elected, he would
also work toward establishing a
city political code of ethics.
Although
the
aldermanic
board does not hold direct sway
over the St. Louis publis schools,

AS AN INDEPENDE NT BANK
WE CAN SERVE YOU BEST!
If you like personal service,individual attention, the human
touch, you'll enjoy banking with us.
Normandy Bank offers a full range of banking services. Call
us or come in today!

their children to private schools
and are . opposed to busing
students, he says.
Walsh says favors sending
children to schools in their own
neighborhoods, "We're able to
provide quality education across
the board now. But the first order
of business hasn't been instructing the kids. It's been busing."
He says if elected, he would
seek ways to "demonstrate that
the will o~ the people is to go back
to the neighborhood schools."
The public schools are under
court mandate to desegregate,
But Walsh says even if the system of busing children outside of

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

7151 NATURAL B RIDG E
ST. LOUIS MO. 63 1 21
383-5555
Member FDIC

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, art history , bilingual education, folk
music and folk dance,
history, journalism , political science , Spanish
language and literature
and intensive Spanish.
Six-week session.
June 29-August 7,1987.
Fully accredited program . Tuition $480.
Room and board in
Mexican home $520.
EEO/AA

Write
GuadalajaGl
Summer School
Education Bldg., Room 434
University 01 Arizona
Tucson, AZ85721
(6021 621-4729 or
621·4720

Composer To Speak ·
On Indian Music
Composer Terry Riley, whose
1964 composition, "In C," is widely

regarded as the work that first
brought minimalist ~omposers to
the pu blic' s attention, will lecture
on the influences of Indian music on
comptempory
western
music
Friday, Feb. 13 at 11 a.m. in Room
100, Clark Hall.
Riley has been a stUdent of North
India raga singing since the late
1960's.
The lecture, which is free and
open to the public, is the first part of
a three- part Mid-America Arts
Alliance program co-sponsored by
the New Music Circle and
Washington UniverSity's Edison
Theater.
their neighborhoods is not
changed, the school board should .
be using the best school facilities
in the City to hold classes.
In the 16th Ward, the two
elementary schools are in good
J physical condition, in constrast
to older, dilapidated buildings
that were the impetus of a recent
attempt to pass a school bond
issue.
"If they have to bus people
around, they should be using the
,best schools around," Walsh
says. He says the two schools in
his ward are being used for
administrative purposes.
As an educator, Walsh feels
strongly that busing eliminates
much of the "quality time"
students spend with the teachers
before and after school.
Walsh spends much of his time
these days talking to people in
the 16th Ward about the schools
and other issues as he campaigns
door- to- door.
But when he's not campaigning, he runs a real estate business, acts as organist and choir

At 2 p.m. the same day, Riley will
appear in an open rehearsal with the
San Francisco- based Kronos Quar-.
tet in the Edison Theater. The open'
rehearsal, in which composer and
musicians will demonstrate the pro- .
cess by which they write a piece of
music collaboratively, is also free. ;
The Kronos Quartet, described by :
the New York Times as "one of the :
country's most remarkable per- :
I forming groups," will appear in ~
recital on Saturday, Feb. 14 at 8 p.rn. ;
in the Edison Theater. Tickets are:
$6.50, regular admission; $4 for :
students and senior citizens.
:
For more information about the .
UM-St. Louis lecture, caU553-5980. ;
For information about the Edison :
Theater events, call 889-6~!.3 .
from page 6 :
director for St. Gabriel the
Archangel Church and teaches
music theory part-time at UM-St.
Louis.
Walsh, who graduated from
UM-St. Louis with a B.A. in 1973
and from Washington University
with a Masters Degree in Music
in 1976, says he likes teaching
music theory.
"I enjoy teaching that class,"
he says. "I tell my students that I
have no axes to grind. fm not
working on tenure."
Walsh says he has perhaps a
better understanding of students
here because he himself is a UMSt. Louis graduate. "I know what
it's like to bean UMSL student.
And I like teaching on a dynamic
campus like UMSL," he says.
Most of the time, Walsh spends
working in his real estate busi·
ness in south St. Louis. He plans
to delegate much of his authority
in that business to a partner if he
is elected, thus freeing up his
time to spend with
his
constituents.
"When I win, if I win, it should
work out well because I live and
work in the neighborhood."

PROJECT PH ILI P
The Bible Solves all your problems
when all things and friends fail you
We offer a free Bible and Correspondence
course to all students. Free postage.
Write to. Project Philip - College Campus
po. Box 11301, Clayton P ()
Sf. LOLlS, MO 63105

FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT,
• Abortion Services
• Communily Education Programs
• Licensed. Non'profit • Board Certified Doctors

.Two locations. Pro-Choice

reproductive
health services

3 87e0300.

ATTENTION GRADUATING SEN IORS
PLANNING TO ATTEND
GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
The UM-St. Louis Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
National Honor SOCiety
will nominate a graduating senior
for one of fifty $6,000 Fellowships
offered by the honor society.
Criteria considered:

* TEXAS * FLORIDA * COLORADO *
,

.

Outstanding scholarship
High Grade Point Average
IHigh Standardized Test Scores
(GRE, GMAT, LSAl)
Leadership Ability

..
'.

PartiCipation in university
and community organizations
Academic Standing of University
Chosen for Graduate study
Students who believe they may meet these criteria can obtain
applications from
Dr. Jack Anderson, Chapter Secretary
School of Business Administration
1208 Tower or 427 SSB

"

TOLL FREE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

1-8
DG-521-5911
.
•

,..,...,,,r"',rr our local Sunchase campus

' .'

or your favorite travel agency

553-6140 or 5625

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
FEBRUARY 13, .1987

S PORTS
,. ...,.

Rivermen Go On Scoring, Winning Rampage
by Dave Brown
sports editor
Trivia Question: What team
scored 96 , 107 and 98 points in three
games last week? The Runnin'
Rebels? The Georgetown Hoyas?
Answer: The UMSL Rivermen,
who averaged 100 points a game last
week as they ran past Rockhurst
College 96-89 , Southwest Baptist
107-72 and Northeast Missouri 9870 .
The three victories give the
Rivermen a 4-4 record in the Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association and an 8-10 record
overall. They are now in a fourthplace tie in the conference.
It was the second meeting of the
year for the Rivermen and the
Bulldogs when they faced off Saturday night at the Mark Twain Building. The Rivermen slipped past the
Bulldogs 77-72 in Kirksville Jan. 7.
The two teams appeared evenly
matched for the first five m inutes of
the game, but the Rivermen, behind
the inside play of Kevin Brooks and
Von Scales, along with the outside
shooting of Mike Strater, grabbed
the lead for good with 13:39 left in
the first half.
The UMSL squad quickly built on
to the lead and led by 22 with 1: 16 left
in the half. Derek Thomas hit a
three-pointer at the buzzer and then
added a free throw to give the Rivermen a 50-28 halftime le ad.
Strater, a 6-foot-5 senior, hit five
of six three-point attempts and
scored all of his game high 18 points
in the first half. Strater came int o
the game averaging 8.4 points per
game.

" The last couple of games rve
tried to play more defense and
rebound," he said. " We knew they' d
playa zone, so I came prepared to
shoot. "
The Rivermen continued to
dominate the game and increased
their lead to 32 points with 11 and a
half minutes to play.
The Ri verm en seemed to be on
th e verge of breaking the century
mark for the third time this season
and the s econd time in the week
when Kevin Morganfieldjammed on
a breakaway with 2:50 le ft to put the
Rivermen up 96-64.
Jim Gregory hit a 15- footer for the
fin al UMSL points of the night.
Morganfield had a chance to put
t he Ri vermen over the 100-point
m ark, but missed the front end of a
one and one with six seconds left
to play.
Eric Love chipped in 17 points,
while freShman Von Scales scored
in double figures for the first time
with 11 points. Brooks added 8
rebounds for the Rivermen.
The three game winning streak
did not occur by accident. Coach
Rich Meckfessel has used six different startng lineups this season.
Saturday' s game marked the first
time this year that the same lineup
has started three consecutive
games.
" People know their roles, " assistant coach Paul Ellis said. "It' s
made a difierence in our offense."
" At the beginning of the season,"
s aid Str ater," we were kind of confused .
Now
we ' re
melting
to ge ther."

Earlier in the week the Rivermen
destroyed Soutbwest Baptist wbo
came into tbe game witba 3-2 conference record and a 12-7 overall
mark.
Kevin Brooks controlled the tip
and the Rivermen never looked back
as they roared out to a 21-point lead
balfway tbrougb the first half. Tbe
Rivermen went into halftime with a
59-33 lead.
The Bearcats could never get
back in the game as the Rivermen
went on to post tbeir second 100point game of the year.
Tbe Rivermen were led by
reserve center Mark Stanley, who
came off the bench to score 20
points. He was 7 for 11 from the field
and 4 for 5 from three-point range.
Derek Thomas had 17 points,
Brooks had 14 and Love added 12 .
Brooks and Thomas shared the
rebounding high with 7.
The three-point shot has been a
key to the Rivermen's success. In
tbe three games last week they were
32 of 51 from three-point range.
Their opponents were only 17 of
46 .
Stanley was 11 for 13 during the
three-game streak; Love was 6 for
13; and Strater was 7 for 10.
" People don't guard you out there
Cedric R. Anderson ' :
for some reason, " Ellis said. "We
don' t do anything specific to get ROARI NG: Senior forward Mike Strater (33) pushes the ball up the floor as Eric Love looks for the pass i~:
Satur~ay's 98-70 VictOry over. Northeast Missouri State at the Mark Twain Building. Strater had a team higr.-i
them though. "
Defense has also played a role in 18 pOints as the Rlvermen raised their record to 4-4 in the conference and 9-1 0 overall.
the winning streak.
"We' re getting a lot of shots off defense," Brooks said. " Everybody' s
been going to the boards. We work
hard on the offensive and defensive
by Steve Cassell
boards in practice and it pays off. "

Eric Loves To Play The Game
reporter

Riverwomen Get What They Want
\

\,

,~

7

Cedric R. Andel1l on

BATT.LlNG: Kelly 0' Neil(1 0) and Alicia Pierce(12) fightforthe ball in

the Rlverwomen s 76-64 loss to Northeast Missouri Saturday at
home.

by Diane Schlueter
associate sports editor
Usually when a team breaks a
huddle, either "Teamwork, " "Defense," or " Rebound" can be heard.
But after dropping two games
earlier this week, the Riverwomen
needed something more Monday
when they faced CUlver-Stockton.
When the two teams left the floor
at halftime, the Riverwomen held a
50-39 advantage. As UMSL broke its
huddle before play resumed in the
second half, "We want it and we need
it too," was heard.
As the game began, CulverStockton raced out to an early 13-4

lead when tbe Wildcats' center
AngeJa Ashford scored eight points
in the first five minutes of play.
After an UMSL timeout, the
Riverwomen came back and tied the
game at 15 all when freshman Kelly '
O' Neil put in two with 12:58 left in
the first half. UMSL never trailed in
the game again.
Sophomore Kris Wilmesher continued her consistent playas she '
and Kaye Klotzer each scored a
team' high 18 points.
UMSL assistant coach Ed Harris
se es Wilmes her as a leader on the
Riverwomen team.
" The reason we recruited her was
because she is such a take charge

individual and also because of her
athletic abilities," he said. "She is
only a sophomore, and when people
come to see her, they tbink she is
a senior. "
During ber freshman season,
Wilmes her averaged 8.8 points per
game. Tbis season, she has raised
that mark to 15 .5.
She sees DO particular reason for
this rise except for the fact that each
game needs to be played as a team
effort.
"A lot of it is knowing that
everybody has a role," she said.
"Without a big person, everyone has
to contribute."
Gina Gregory, Kaye Klotzer and
O' Neil each pulled down a team high
five rebounds .
Defensively, O' Neil played a
tough game.
"When we' re out on defense," she
said, "I concentrate on what rm
doing. If I can do that, I will pick up
some loose balls and the good plays
will come."
"She' s the only player that we recruited (this year), and she was a
steal, " Harris said. "If she continues to improve at the pace that
she has and keeps her attitude, she
is going to be a tremendous
player."
.
The Riverwomen played two conference games last week and fell on
each occasion, dropping their conference record to 2-6 .
Last
Wednesday,
UMSL
welcomed Southwest Baptist to the
Mark Twain Building. The Riverwomen were not sorry to see the
Bearcats leave though as Southwest
guard Jennifer ' Wallace scored a
game high 18 points, leading her
team to a 69-61 victory.
Wilmesher led in s'c oring for the
Riverwomen with 17 points, while
Klotzer had a team high nine
rebounds.
Saturday, Northeast traveled to
the UMSL campus and defeated the
Riverwomen 76-64 .
Klotzer had both UMSL highs in
scoring with 15 points and in
rebounding with 11.
UMSL head coach Mike Larson
sees the Riverwomen as conference
contenders as long as they don't lose
three more conference games.
"We just have to keep working on
the fundamentals and keep our
heads straight," he said. "We haveto
take each game one at a time and do
what we can to win that game."

Subs Spark Fourth Consecutive Win
by Dave Brown
sports editor
The Rivermen raced off to
another quick start at Quincy
College Monday ' night, but then
_stumbled before recovering to
I?ick up their fourth consecutive
Victory 63-58 .
The Victory gives the Rivermen
a ~10 record on the season.
The Rivermen jumped out to a
20-12 lead with8:19 left in the first
half, but faltered as they did not ,
score in the final four minutes of
the half and went into the locker
room down 25-24.
The Hawks led by as many as 11
p~ints in the second half, but the
Rlvermen fought back to take the

lead with 4:36 left as Mark Stanley
hit two free throws to give the
Rivermen the lead 51-50.
The strong UMSL bench was a
key in the contest as Mark Stanley
and Kevin Morganfield combined
for 25 second half points. Both
players hit numerous key free
throws down the stretch. Morganfield was 6 for 8 from tbe charity
stripe while Stanley was 7 for 9.
Stanley and Eric Love led the
Rivermen with 14 points and
Morganfield added 11. Morganfield also ripped down a game high
10 rebounds.
Jeff Myers led Quincy with 14
points and 10 rebounds.
Head coach Rich Meckfessel is

pleased the team's overall play.
" We've started to play a little
better," he said. "Our defense has
picked up, but we're still not as
good as we could be."
Morganfield also impressed
Meckfessel.
" Morganfield did a great job,"
he said. "He came in and was
terrific. He went to the offensive
boards and played aggressive
defense."
Rivermen Notes: Tbe Rivermen
will return home to face Southeast
Missouri Feb.11. The Indians, who
advanced to the Division II semifinals last year, beat the Rivermen
83-64 in Cape Girardeau earlier
this season.

Most basketball fans have never
heard of the Jayhawk League, which
is understandable. If you ask UMSL
head basketball coacb Ricb Meckfessel about the Jayhawk League, he
will give you three names: Derek
Thomas, Eric Love and Kevin
Brooks. All of them were Jayhawk
League all-stars who transferred to .
UMSL before this season.
Eric Love had impressive numbers from the league and has continued
to
impress
Coach
Meckfessel.
" We expected him to be a good
shooter for us , hut we didn' t expect
him to be averaging 21 points per
game," Meckfessel said.
The 6- foot-1 guard has proven to
be an all-star. Love is the leading
scorer in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association Conference by averaging 20 .5 points per
game (before last week' s games).
He is shooting 53% from the field
and 41% from the three-point line.
Love played high school basketball at Northwest High School in
Wichita, Kansas. In his sophomore
Junior guard Eric Love
year he played on the sophomore,
junior varSity and varsity teams. In
bis senior year he made the all-state
Last summer Love decided it was
second team and was voted MVP by
time to move on.
.
his teammates.
"Iwas looking at Texas, TCU and a
This young high school star was
few other Division 1 schools," he
now ready to move on to the college
said, "but I realized my playing time
ranks, but there was one thing
would be limited. So I figured I
standing in his way.
would be able to start at the Division
"I had the opportunity to go to a
II level, and I really liked UMSL."
college in California, but I needed to
Eric found out about UMSL after
work on my grades," Love
talking to Coach Meckfessel over
explained.
the phone. "I was very impressed
The next best option was to go to a
with him (Meckfessel) and I knew
junior college in Kansas. He chose
UMSL would be good for me," he
Pratt Community College of the
said.
Jayhawk League.
Love is very optimistic about his
During the 1985-86 season, he
own talent and the team' s ability.
averaged 18.5 points per game and
"1 think we can beat anybody in
shot 53% from the field. He also was
the conference," Love said.
able to work on his grades.

\

Cedric R Anderson
~\

The Rivermen are 4-4 in the conference and 9-10 overall.
On the academic side, Love is :
majoring in phYSical education, and": '
he is quite satisfied with UMSL.
"The teachers here are really
nice," he said. "They are always ~
willing to help IJle. "~j
Love is positive he will be back (
next year. If he gets the opportun.ity,
he would like to play pro basketball
in Europe or in the NBA Love also :
expressed interest in coaching after 4t'.
his playing career is over.
Eric wants to be a part of basket- :
ball for the rest of his life. All you •
have to do is talk to him and you will '~;'
understand why. He simply loves .
the game, and that' s all it takes.

Surprising Swimmers Finish Fourth
. by Dave Brown
sports editor
The UMSL swim teams pulled off a
surprise by beating their opponents
and the computer as the men
finished a well- respected fourth in
the
Washington
University
Invitational Saturday. The women's
squad finished in sixth place.
The Rivermen were slated to
finish fifth by the computers, but
they swam stronger than expected.
" They surprised me by swimming
faster than I expected them to,"
UMSL swimming coach Mary Liston
said. "They surprised a lot of
people."
The squad's main goal was to
finisb ahead of Principia College
who narrowly defeated the Rivermen a week ago at Principia 103.5101.5. They accomplished their goal
by beating PrinCipia by 26 points.
The team has continued to
improve every meet as they accomplished 94 percent best swims of
the season.
Tom Lombardo led the way as he
set school records in the 500 freestyle and the 1650 freestyle.
Tom Adams set a pool record and
captured first place in the 50 free.
Greg Menke finished second in
the 100 breaststroke and set a school
record in the 200 breaststroke.
Steve Pummer finished fourth in
the 100 butterfly and sixth in the
200 butterfly.

Marianne Brummel continued to
excel for the women as she set a new
pool and school record in both the
500 and 1650 free.
Linda Vogel picked up some welldeserved pOints by finishing fourth
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke and
eighth in the 100 backstroke.

Along with the fine individual
efforts, Liston emphasized the
overall team effort.

:
.

s·

"Everyone finished
in the ·.
points ," she said. " They are all very ;
strong for this stage in the,, '
season. "

,AT A GLANCE
Men's Basketball
UMSL 107, SW Baptist 72
UMSL high scorer - Stanley, 20
UMSL high rebounders - Thomas,
Brooks, 7
UMSL 98 , NE Missouri 70
UMSL high scorer - Strater, 18
UMSL .high rebounder - Brooks, 8
UMSL 63 , Quincy 58
UMSL high scorer - Stanley, Love,
14
UMSL bigh rebounder - Morgan.
field, 10

UMSL 89, Culver-Stockton 79
UMSL high Scorers - Klotzer,
Wilmesher, 18
UMSL high rebounders Gregory, O'Neil, 5
Next

Week'~

Schedule

Men's Basketball
UMSL at Lincoln; 2/7, 7:45
UMSL at SIU-E; 2/9, 7:30
SE Missouri at UMSL; 2/11, 7:4
Women's Basketball
UMSL at Lincoln; 2/7 , 5:30
SE Missouri at UMSL; 2/11, 5:30

Woman's Basketball
SW Baptist 69, UMSL 61
UMSL high scorer - Wilmesher, 17
UMSL high rebounder - Klotzer, 9

Swimming
John Brown at UMSL; 2/ 7, 1 p.m.

NE Missouri 16, UMSL 64
UMSL high scorer - Klotzer, 15
UMSL high rebounder - Klotzer, 11

Intramurals
One- Week Racquetball Tournament: deadline - 2/10, begins - 2/16

..
•

•
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" Dreamgirl: My Life As A
Supreme"
by Mary Wilson
(St. Martin's Press, $16.95, 292
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Campus Bestsellers

Advertise
in the Current
Call Steve

compiled by University Bookstore
1) THE MAMMOTH HUNTERS,by Jean M. Auel (Bantam, $4.95)
2) THE CLAN OF THE CAVE BEAR, by Jean M. Auel (Bantam
$4.95)
3) SECRETS, by Danielle Steele, (Dell, $4.95)
4) THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER, by Tom Clancy (Berkley, $4.50)

553~5175

5) WOMEN WHO LOVE TOO MUCH, by Robin Norwood (Pocket
Books, $4.50)
6) WEST WITH THE NIGHT, by Beryl Markham (North Point Press,
$12 .50)

SlUE vs UMSL

7) STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE HOME, by Vonda T. McIntyre (Pocket
Books, $3 .95)'

BASKETBALL

8) DARK ANGEL, by V.C. Andrews (Pocket Books, $4 .50)
9) THE BACHMAN BOOKS, by Stephen King (NAI)Signet, $5.95)

10) DIANETlCS, by L. Ron Hubbard (Bridge Publications, Inc.,
$4.95)

Live!
Play- by- play

Live!
Play-by-play

"HILARIOUSI ONE OF THE WilDEST,
WEIRDEST PICK-ME-UPS OF
THE YEARI"

r, .,

( f,

Catch all the excitement as the Rivermen battle the
Cougars in the SlUE Vadalabene Centert
Tune in WSIE-FM 88.7 for the LIVE play-by-play Monday night Feb. 9th beginning at 7:30 p. m.

-

-

Professor
discovers
perfect
love potion

Do You Like
News?

N.Y. DAILY NEWS MAGAZINE,
Sus;n Shapiro

If you are interested
in writing about
campus events
you can contact

NEW YORK POST,

~

i<

:

¥ ••

¥

Linda
at

553-5174 .
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Amoco Outstanding Teaching Award
For Execellence In Undergraduate Teaching
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY
LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING CENTER

••

Nomination Forms And Eligibility Criteria
Are Available At The
Circulation desks Of All
Campus Libraries
The Student Activities Office
Room 250 U-Center
The Student Association Office
Room 262 U-Center

~

\

FIND YOOR PLACE
WITH ALPHA XI DELTA .

Our Academy Offers:
-Full and Part time 685 hour Training for
both the Civilian and Sponsored Applicants
-State Certification
-Flexible Tuition Plans
Our Academy Staff will be at UMSL on Monday,
February 9 at the Job Fair or Call Randy at 946-5552
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LOST IN THE UMSL ZOO?

Interested in a Police Career?

i<

'..................................................
Deadline: Monday, March 18,1987

• Scholarship Programs
.Formals
.1985 Greek Week Champions
• lots More
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My clients enjoy my periodic letters on changing trends and how it
affects them and their investments.

up to the room earlier in the day.
These others included Bob Dylan ,
and the Ronettes. "The first thing
that I noticed was that the room
reeked of mar ijuana smoke. It was'
difficult to be gracious and
friendly."
Upon meeting Judy Garland backstage at the Houston Astrodome
Wilson reminisces, " .. .I'd seen ' Th~
Wizard of Oz' dozens oftimes, and it
was so strange to meet 'Dorothy' and
. see how frail and sad she was."
There were good times, however .
remembers
"That
as
Mary
Christmas" when Barry Gordy gave
,each of The Supremes a fur coat.
However it is also implied that
Gordy gave Ross more. Much,
much more.
Towards the conclusion of the
book, things get truly tragic as
Wilson belabors the decline and fall
of Florence Ballard. We read of
Ballard's bout with alcoholism,
marital problems, and disastrous
episodes with personal finances .
Between narratives concerning
Ross and her temper tantrums, we
are also privy to Ballard's final days
on earth.
Wilson tells of Ross being frantic
when her pet dogs (Tiffany and
Little-Bit) are found ",.. walking
very shakily and vomitting violently" backstage at the Latin Casino,
With a blood-curdling scream, Ross
demanded that her Maltese and
Yorkshire terrier be rushed to the
hospital. Ross was livid with
remarks about lawsuits against the
establishment.
In the very next chapter, Wilson
talks of Ballard's demise. After losing everything she owned (including
her house) Ballard succumbed to
alcoholism. Wilson remarks at the
funeral, " ... Flo was dressed in a
flowing, light blue robe. They had
positioned her so that she appeared
to be almost sitting up, and when I
first saw her I was surprised at how
heavy she was. Still, she was
beautiful."
Wilson' s book also comes with an
assortment of candid and professional photos. For instance there is
the one of Ross looking a little tipsy
at the Frontier Hotel in Las Vegas,
and then there is the pair of professionally retouched gems of Mary
Wilson. The first carries the caption: "Embarking on a solo career in
1979, " while the later reads: "Me in
the 19805. And I've never felt
better. "
" Dreamgirl: My Life As A Supreme" is basically a "tell-all" vanity
excursion into a world of tinsel and
had-taste. For Motown buffs only.

Patricia

~

576-2336, Ext. 2336

Upon entering the Beatles hotel
sUite in New York City, Wilson
remarks that other people had been

Jam; Bernard

,r

David Hassenflug

" Stop In The Name Of Love!"
"Baby Love." " Where Did Our
Love Go?"
Song titles like these are synonymous with The Supremes - one
of the all time world- famous girl
groups of the 1960's. As it would turn
out, the whole of this popular singing trio was much more than the
mere sum of its parts.
In may respects, The Supremes
were the cornerstone of the Motown'
Record Corporation of Detroit. '
Diana Ross , Florence Ballard and
Mary Wilson were the performer/
singers in Barry Gordy's fantastic
"dreams-corne-true"
factory.
However, it would be Barry Gordy
who would profit the most from this
particular dream, along with
Diana Ross.
"Dreamgirl: My Life As A Supreme" by Mary Wilson is a book that
makes "Mommie Dearest" look like
a valentine. Wilson has decided to
make her book into a rather gossipy
vendetta against any and all of her
perceived " enemies" and "wrongdoers." Main target - Diana Ross.
Diana Ross (who is referred to as
simply Diana throughout the book)
is cast as the Wicked Witch of
Motown. In Wilson's struggle to
" ... tell the true story," no expense
has been spared to erode Ross' glittery facade.
A foreboding cue is given early on
in the book as Wilson talks of being
urged by Richard Pryor to step on
Ross' white fox stole that Ross - the
applause-hog she was - had flung to
the floor during yet another standing ovation." 'Step on that fur,
Mary! ' Pryor yelled. 'Kick it!'
shouted a femal voice .... the opening
notes of 'Someday We'll Be
Together' filled the room."
The style and content of
"Dreamgirl: My Life As A Supreme"
owes heavily to the National
Enquirer School of Journalism.
Whether or not these perceived '
"facts" are indeed true are often
obscured by Wilson's flamboyant
overuse of sensationalism.
A few quotes from the book will
serve as examples:

"A celebration!
Funny!"

BETTER THAN AN I.R.A.
AND, HERE TO STAY
Even if you don' t qualify for the I. R A., UMSL employees can still tax
shelter through payroll. In fact you can tax shelter 20% or more of
your salary. You may also borrow out up to half of your account at a
low interest rate. AETNA has 5 accounts which you can switch between by a simple phone calL AETNA's variable account has
averaged over the past 10 years one of the very best returns in the
industry. With an annuity you can save more money, pay less taxes,
and end up with much more savings.

PEOPLE. Peter Travers

"Brilliant! A triumph!
Provocative, dizzying,
satisfying and, above
all, tremendous fun!"

WSIE-FM 88.7 ... Public Radio in the 80's

Dreamgirls

After 23 years of
research, Dr. Rufus
T. Valentine, noted
romanceologist, has
discovered the perfect
love potion.
Said Dr. Valentine,
'The FTD® Sweetheart ™ Bouquet is a
perfect combination of
flowers and a heartshaped potpourri in a
ceramic powder jar.
Lab studies have
shown it to have a
powerful, romantic
effect on both sender
and recipient.
"However;' Dr. Valentine warns, "the effect
seems to peak around
February 14. And you
must make sure to go
to an FTD Florist
Otherwise;' he added,
"you may find yourself
spending Valentine's
Day alone in a most
unromantic place-the
library:'

• Friendship
• Quill Programs
.Walkout

1 st National Panhellenic Conference sorority at UMSLAlpha Xi Delta was established on UMSL January 1969.
PIZZA PARTY
Tuesday, February 3, at 7:30 p. m.
Pantera's on Natural Bridge.
Informational Party, Sunday, Feb. 8 at 3 p. m.
For more information call Laura or Cathy at work from
10 a. m.-6:30 p. m. Monday thru Friday,at 432-7805. After
7:30 p. m. Monday thru Friday, call Cathy at 739·8972.
®Registered trademark fTD,A.
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
'(\ \
.
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Camp. You'll get six weeks of
challenges that call build up your
summer.
leadership skills as well as your
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body. You'll also get alI11.o st $700.
~ %
But hurry. This summer may be . \. \\
y:
Your last chance to graduate froln
college with a degree and an officers \ f~ .
commission. Be all vou can be.
\ vv.
See your Profess~r of Military
i %,
~ ~
Science for details.
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For more information
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or stop by 4 4 Blue Metal OffIce BUIldIng ~~r ~
.
located on campus .
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ARMY RESERVE O FFICERS' T RAININC CORPS

